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This tutorial and reference will benefit you, the dedicated ASP.NET  developer. If you understand the gains of object-oriented development, and want  to apply those principles to ASP.NET and server control development, then this  book will be your guide! 

In fact, this book is the most up-to-date text available on the market. Hot,  new topics of discussion include mobile server control development (for  supporting mobile phone web application development), and how to utilize the  latest versions of Visual Studio .NET 2003 and the .NET Framework 1.1. 
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Book of NumbersChartwell Books, 2009

	This book, more than any other I’ve written up to this point in my life, was a labor of love. It allowed me to combine the knowledge and experience of two careers (over a decade in government and law enforcement, and close to another decade in the computer field, encompassing almost 20 years of working with computers as a hobbyist).When...
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Enhanced Methods in Computer Security, Biometric and Artificial Intelligence SystemsSpringer, 2004
Enhanced Methods in Computer Security, Biometric and Artificial Intelligence Systems contains over 30 contributions from leading European researchers showing the present state and future directions of computer science research.
"Methods of Artificial Intelligence and Intelligent Agents" contains 13 contributions...
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Inductive Logic Programming: From Machine Learning to Software Engineering (Logic Programming)MIT Press, 1995

	Although Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) is generally thought of as a research area at the intersection of machine learning and computational logic, Bergadano and Gunetti propose that most of the research in ILP has in fact come from machine learning, particularly in the evolution of inductive reasoning from pattern recognition, through...
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Linux For Dummies 8th EditionFor Dummies, 2007
Everything you need to install, run, and optimize Linux on your desktop   

   Here's how to start using Linux, the popular and free operating system   

   Want to do the same tasks you can with Windows, except for free? Linux is the alternative open source operating system that's beloved by users...
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Annotated C# StandardMorgan and Claypool Publishers, 2007

	This book is an annotated version of the C# Language Standard, created by adding around 400
	separate annotations to the complete text of the Standard. The Standard was formally adopted
	as ISO Standard 23270:2006 in April 2006 and published in August 2006, and adopted as Ecma
	International Standard 334 version 4 in June 2006. Microsoft...
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Customer Analytics For DummiesFor Dummies, 2015

	The easy way to grasp customer analytics


	Ensuring your customers are having positive experiences with your company at all levels, including initial brand awareness and loyalty, is crucial to the success of your business. "Customer Analytics For Dummies" shows you how to measure each stage of the customer journey and use...
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